
Pwani Innovation Week
 The Digital Economy, 
Showcasing disruptive 
innovations in all sectors



Pwani Innovation Week 2019 
brings together a celebration of 
creatives, risk-takers, and 
innovators, private and public 
sector players. 

The week bridges the gap 
between local entrepreneurs, 
subject matter experts, county 
and national governments and 
investors, locally and globally.



Why Pwani 
Innovation 

Week?

Scheduled for December 3 - 6, 2019 in Mombasa, the 
purpose of Innovation Week is to inspire the current 
and future leaders at the Coast,  Kenya at large to 
take risks on new ideas, collaborate across sectors, 
and transform Kenya as a result by scaling their 
projects.

Pwani Innovation Week will highlight bold solutions 
that solve real challenges through entrepreneurship, 
technology and innovation through this years theme 

– The Digital Economy. 

Pwani Innovation Week is about innovation in action. 
We believe in fostering innovation and creating 
sustainable solutions by bridging differences and 
forming new partnerships, collaborations and by 
meeting likeminded and different people. 



2019 Theme: The Digital 
Economy

Our focus for this year's innovation week will be 
the Emerging Digital Economy. We look forward 
to hosting and seeing live examples of the same 
from our vast public and private sectors. 

Our aim is to generate creative ideas and 
introduce new products, services and 
collaborations that improve Kenyans overall 
quality of life.



Back in Time! 
Pwani Innovation Week 

last year….



2018 Speakers

Dr. Bitange Ndemo, CBS

Grace Njoroge

Dr. Bright Gameli

H.E Kadri Humal Ayal

Dr. Kevit Desai H.E Hassan Joho



2018 Speakers

Hon. Michael Onyango

Serges Nanfack

Dr. Abdulrazak Shaukat

Dr. Kevit Desai

Mahmoud Noor



2018 
Speakers

Dr. Jendayi Frazer

Felix Nthigah

Lesley Mbogo

Cindy LithimbiDr. Cahrity Wayua

Lesely Mbogo



2018 Speakers

Braddely Witteman Prof. hamadi Iddi BogaH.E Susie Kitchens

Ken Njoroge

Osman Varwani



Who attended 
Pwani Innovation 
Week 2018?

Pwani Innovation Week 2018 brought 
together 1200 people, 40 speakers local 
and international,  curated 30 events. We 
had 25 local startups which pitched on 
stage.

Our goal was to showcase innovations, 
thought leaders from startups/scaleups, 
investors, organizations, educational 
institutions, R&D, corporates and the 
public sector.



2018 Pwani Innovation Week Data

1200 people

40 speakers

30 events

25 startups



2018 
Sponsors



2018 
Sponsors



Why Participate?
“There are plenty of problems worth solving in the 
world. Some are well understood. Others are hidden. 
An increasing number of problems appear to be 
critical. What’s your motivation for solving problems? 
The time to innovate and collaborate is right now. 
And we need you!”



Program 
Draft

DATE ACTIVITIES VENUE

3 RD – 6 TH 

December

− Exhibition Showcase Swahilipot 

Hub

3 RD – 4 TH 

December

− Workshops

− Bootcamps

− Competitions

− Hackathons

− Side Events

Swahilipot 

Hub

5 TH December  

− Main Conference (speakers and panel)

 

− Reception Cocktail

Swahilipot 

Hub

6 TH December − Main conference (including keynotes and 

panel discussions)

− Gala Dinner

Swahilipot 

Hub



Special 
Events

DATE ACTIVITIES VENUE

2 ND ,8 TH & 9 TH Family Events Select Destinations in

Pwani

8 TH Pwani Got Talent 

Concert

Swahilipot Hub



Attend PIW

Pwani Innovation Week is 
designed to cultivate 
collaboration and innovation in 
our community. PIW 2019 will 
gather innovative solutions and 
comprehensive speakers under 
one roof deliver solutions for 
your exploration to help you 
achieve your future 
aspirations.

Exhibit at PIW

The pride of innovators lies in showcasing their products and 
services. Get the benefits of exhibiting at Pwani Innovation Week 
by showcasing your work to a combined market from six coastal 
counties. Be where your customers will be.



Sponsor PIW
Partner with us to realize an innovation ecosystem in the Pwani 
Region and to position your organization to reap the benefits of a 
consolidated market. Mombasa the gateway to East and Central 
Africa.

Participate in our 
competitions
We can help you design a 
competition. Last year our 
competitions were designed to 
surface the best ideas, 
products, and services 
involving high schools, 
universities and the SME sector 
across the six coastal counties. 
Participants get to compete for 
investment and the 
opportunity to pitch in front of 
potential investors.


